A system of fail-soft (emergency) measures for a production-oriented MT system is discussed, stating first the specific purposes of such a system, and showing then, the APAC series is described in full detail in Kirschner, 1982; 1984; in press). We should emphasize that in the conditions within our reach, we aim at a satisfactorily accurate rendering in target language of the contents of a relatively simple text in source language, which would suffice for such a system to be applicable in information acquisition and would be capable to meet the main requirements set up by average users.
i. In view of a production-oriented system of machine translation, under the present--day conditions, one should keep in mind that the end-user expects to have at his disposal a complete text rather than an alternating sequence of ~sentence) segments and blanks. On the other hand, everyone who has ever made even a perfunctory look at the problems involved in MT would agree that there is no such thing as a "complete"
MT system, neither in the dictionary nor in the grammar part of it. Also, as is commonly accepted nowadays, any system with texts written in natural language at the added to the system to make it work in a production enviroment.
In the present paper we would like to outline one aspect of the approach taken up at the start of our experiment APAC3-2 -the En@lish-.~-Czech machine translation system for translating INSPEC abstracts from the field of microelectronics (for a description of the history of the MT efforts of our team, see Haji~ov~, 1986 ; the APAC series is described in full detail in Kirschner, 1982; 1984;  in press). We should emphasize that in the conditions within our reach, we aim at a satisfactorily accurate rendering in target language of the contents of a relatively simple text in source language, which would suffice for such a system to be applicable in information acquisition and would be capable to meet the main requirements set up by average users.
2.1
The specific purposes of the system of fail-soft C"emergency") measures to overcome anomalous input phenomena and partial failures of the MT system can be stated as follows:
-The whole processing is divided into several stages to identify and treat more probable interpretations of some structures preferentially -to make the "preferential" approach (see below, Sect.2.2) a reality.
The drawback is that in these circumstances the danger of a dilemmatic situation resulting in a cul-de-sac impasse increases. A special device has been introduced to overcome such an abnormal end: instead of eliminating such a defective string, the appllcation of the phase in question is suspendedthe program processing this string skips the phase and continues in the next one. The rules that compensate for the lacuna can be either the rules that in the framework of "preferential" approach take up the role of their more strict predecessors, or rules added particularly for this purpose -to deal with the most undesirable consequences of such an omission.
-
In the analysis, the emergency rules interpret unrecognized elements and integrate them into more complex structures.
-In the synthesis, they help to produce an output that makes sense, corresponds to the source language, and is easier to post--edit.
-~henever it is possible, they attempt at forming target language equivalents for the unidentified elements, either by adapting international words or by "czechizing"
English dictionary forms by enduing them wlth qualities and forms proper to their presumptive Czech counterparts -e.g., gender, suffixes, etc. This is to say that most of the "emergency" devices operate at moments and in a manner which permit to examine the previous state of things, so that their action does not obscure the regular course of the processing and allows normal control of it. It should be added that a part of emergency devices has a temporary character dealing with omissions and bugs proper to the system under development. We are sure that at least some of them will become superfluons.
